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Generalization and Maintenance
RBT Module 5
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This training program is based on the RBT Task List (2nd ed.) and is
designed to meet the 40-hour training requirement for RBT certification.
The program is offered independent of the BACB
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Beyond Initial Teaching
Understand that the intervention you use for initial acquisition (mastery)
can impact both generalization and maintenance
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Generalization
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Generalization
Applying what a subject learns in a contrived setting in other natural
settings.
● When teaching a skill, you must always consider if it can eventually be
applied in a natural environment.
○ When it can, the skill you are teaching has external validity.
● There are two types of generalization:
○ Response Generalization
○ Stimulus Generalization
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Stimulus Generalization
Stimulus Generalization
● “When an antecedent stimulus has a history of evoking a response that
has been reinforced by its presence, the same type of behavior tends to
be evoked by stimuli that share similar physical properties with the
controlling antecedent stimulus” (Cooper et al., 2020)
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Stimulus Generalization
Stimulus Generalization
● Similar stimuli evoke the same behavior
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The ABA Visual Language: Applied Behavior Analysis
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The ABA Visual Language: Applied Behavior Analysis
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Another Example of Stimulus Generalization
You teach your client to tact pictures of bananas as ‘bananas’ and then the
client can also label actual bananas as ‘bananas’
Teacher client to identify siblings’ and parents’ emotions correctly and now
they can also label teachers’ and peers’ emotions

(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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The ABA Visual Language: Applied Behavior Analysis
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Response Generalization
Response Generalization
● Emitting untrained responses that are functionally equivalent
● Train one behavior in the presence of a stimulus and then a different
behavior occurs in the presence of the stimulus

(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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The ABA Visual Language: Applied Behavior Analysis
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The ABA Visual Language: Applied Behavior Analysis
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Another Example of Response Generalization
Taught learner to build a house with a set of blocks then they spontaneously
build a different house or a boat with the same set of blocks

(Tarbox & Tarbox, 2016)
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Generalization Cont.
Stimulus Generalization
● Taught to respond to one stimulus, may
also respond in the same way to a
different stimulus with similar features
Response Generalization
● Taught to respond in one way, may also
respond differently to a similar situation
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Generalization Cont.
Stimulus Generalization
● Taught to respond to one stimulus, may
also respond in the same way to a
different stimulus with similar features

Think about your clients life
after the intervention!
Important to develop skill
under stimulus conditions the
client will likely encounter in
their environment!

Response Generalization
● Taught to respond in one way, may also
respond differently to a similar situation
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Generalization Procedures- Multiple Exemplar
Instruction (MEI)
Most reliable way to get generalization when we teach
Teaching more than 1 example of a skill or concept
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Generalization Procedures- Multiple Exemplar
Instruction (MEI) Cont.
Multiple exemplars are key to MEI
You are not dones training new exemplars until you see generalization to
novel, untrained exemplars!
The more you use the better generalization you get, but the more difficult it
may be for the client to learn when new skills are introduced
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Generalization Procedures
Outside of using multiple exemplars, we should also train across people and
settings.
● Important to have more than one therapist for a client
● Important to provide opportunities to respond to target opernats in
other environments (i.e., NET)
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Maintenance
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Maintenance
Another major component to life after an intervention!

● Continue reinforcement for a behavior (natural environment)
● Behavior maintains outside of the intervention or after it is terminated
● “Support in the “natural” environment is necessary for your
replacement behaviors to have a long-lasting effect (generality).”

Behavior Analyst Supervisor (BAS) RBT Study Guide
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Intermittent Reinforcement
When only some (not all) occurrences of behavior are reinforced
Generally, our everyday behaviors are on an intermittent reinforcement
schedule, so we want to teach our clients to rely on that schedule as well
Check the skill acquisition plan for maintenance procedures→ often
thinned from continuous to intermittent over time
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Transitioning to Natural Reinforcers
What’s the ultimate goal of thinning schedules of reinforcement?
● To change the schedule to the frequency, magnitude, and predictability
of reinforcement in everyday life!
● For example:
○ Social attention from peers maintains a child’s social initiations
○ Teacher’s level of attention maintain’s student’s hand raising in
class
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Maintenance Checks
Probe previously mastered skills on a intermittent
Speak to your supervisor about specific procedures for your individual
clients!
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What did we learn?
It is important to think of repertoires beyond initial mastery.
We should program for generalization and maintenance within the initial
teaching strategies and continue to ‘check in’ on responding following
mastery (i.e., during NET)
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